
The instruction of Smart Bracelets

Please consult the instruction manual before your usage



Turn On/Off
Turn on: In power off status, press the button for 3
seconds to turn it on and go to the main interface

Turn off:Press and hold the touch button for 3 seconds to
shut down in the shutdown interface.

button

ouch button area

Short press to
return to the main

Long press 3S to open
the Bluetooth call



1. Download and Install “Power Band” App
1).Download and install by scanning the QR code below

IOS system Android system

2).Android systems: Search “Power Band” in Google play, to
download and install it; IOS systems: Search “Power Band” on App
Store to download and install it
2. Connecting Wristband
When connecting a wristband with “Power Band”, please enable the
Bluetooth of your mobile first; start up “Power Band” ; then click
“Setup”-> “My device” -> choose “R20” to connect and bind it.
(Choose the connection with four ending digits same as the Bluetooth
address of the wristband)
3. Bluetooth call operation
(1) Turn on the Bluetooth Call：
Long press the bracelet button 3S，You will hear“Power On Pairing”，

Open your phone "Bluetooth "，Find "W323" and connect，The headset
logo on the bracelet shows blue is indicating that the pairing was
successful.(After successful pairing, each time you turn on the
Bluetooth call, it will be automatically paired with the phone. If the
Bluetooth Call or the phone is paired with other Bluetooth devices, you
need to re-pair.)



(2) Incoming call operation

(3) Turn off the Bluetooth call：
Long press the bracelet button 5S，You will hear“Power Off”,The
headset logo on the bracelet is grayed out to indicate that the
pairing has been unpaired.

4. Bluetooth Call function: After the pairing is successful,
you can make a Bluetooth call, or you can do a
Bluetooth mini speaker. Volume level on the phone
side volume button control

button(Pairing success)

Short press two times to
call back the last call

Long press 2S to activate
voice assistant

Long press 5S to turn off
the Bluetooth Call

button(Incoming call operation)

Short press to answer the call

Long press 2S to hang up



5. Functional Modes.
Various functional modes can be rapidly switched by
clicking the touch button. The sequence of checking
functions is as follows:
Main interface:(Switch on the mobile app side "Settings"
-> "My Devices" -> "Main Interface Style Settings")date,
time, week, battery，blue-tooth status, step numbers,
Calories

Step counting Distance Calories

Multi-sports interface
sport interface long press the touch button for 3
seconds to enter sport mode(running, cycling,
swimming, climbing)：Long press 3S to enter/exit
the corresponding sports mode，Short press to
enter the next sport mode;



Return to the interface and press 3S to exit sport
mode.

Heart rate Blood pressure Blood oxygen

Heart rate, blood pressure and blood
oxygenation:Automatic measurement of blood pressure, heart rate
and blood oxygen at heart rate, blood pressure and blood oxygen
interface Heart rate and blood oxygen test time is 60S, blood pressure
is 70S(Data are for reference only and not for medical use）
Sleeping

Weather:The weather page will display the
current weather information. Weather
information needs to be connected to the client
before data can be obtained. If the connection is
disconnected for a long time, the weather
information will not be updated.



Information
Press the touch button for 3 seconds to enter the
information view.，Tap the touch button to quickly
switch between the various function modes. Press
and hold for 3 seconds to exit the information
view.

Remote photographing
In the APP end, enter the "Settings", click the
"Remote photographing" function, the phone
directly enters the camera mode, the camera
interface appears on the wristband, shakes the
bracelet, and the mobile phone automatically
takes pictures.

Note:
1. More detailed analysis and data logging can be viewed in the client
2. Using the Touch Button：Single tap the Touching Area under the

main screen to wake up the device and switch to other functional
pages.Long press the Touching Area to enter for more functions
which is needed

3. Using Quick View：With Quick View you can check the time or the
message form your phone on your Smart Bracelets without
taping .Just turn your wrist towards you and the time screen will
appear for a few seconds.

Precautions for use
a. It is forbidden to throw the product into fire for fear of explosion.
b.Under the strong static environment,failures might occur,e.g. no

display or abnormal display etc,Do not use it in high pressure or
high magnetic environments to avoid electrostatic interference

c. This product is waterproof for cold water to hot water may lead to
fog appears in the lenses



d. The battery life time by using environment and use pattern changes.
Disclaimer:

Warning: the product is not medical device. Data is only
for reference and not for medical use.All rights reserved.
And we keep the right to change or improve the product
without informing. All photoes here are for reference
only,Specifications are subject to the physical product


